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Text Box
Note:To obtain a 45-minute fire separation, two layers of ½” or 5/8” type X drywall installed to the suite ceiling, and one layer of ½” or 5/8” type X drywall over resilient metal channel on the demising wall between the suite and the main dwelling, with or without insulation.  Alternatively, a double layer of ½” type X drywall on the suite side wall.To obtain a 30-minute fire separation(renovation only), one layer of ½” drywall over resilient metal channel on the suite ceiling and one layer of ½” drywall over resilient metal channel on the demising wall between the suite and the main dwelling, assuming ½” drywall is already installed.  New construction requires insulation between the studs and joists.  To obtain a 15-minute fire separation, joist spaces filled with sound-absorbing material of not less than 150 mm nominal thickness, stud spaces filled with sound-absorbing material, resilient channel on one side of the separation spaced 400 or 600 mm and not less than 12.7 mm thick gypsum board on ceilings and on both sides of walls.
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Text Box
Additional requirements:•Entrance door minimum width of 32” complete with door viewer;•Minimum room height of 2.1 meters (6 ft- 10 in);•Minimum required bedroom window opening size is 15”, minimum area of 3.75 ft²;•Maximum suite area of 90 m² (968 ft²) or 40% of the floor area of house whichever is less;•Heating and ventilation system details to include all kitchen and bathroom fans must exhaust to the exterior, principal exhaust fan must run continuously and have a maximum sound rating of 1.0 sone. And passive air inlets are required in all bedrooms and common living area;•Interconnected smoke alarms in the suite bedrooms and main living area;•Carbon monoxide alarm where solid fuel burning appliances are used or where there is an attached garage to the suite or main dwelling;•A door between the suite and the main dwelling must be rated for 20 minutes and be self-closing; and•One additional off-street parking space. 
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